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ABSTRACT

Energy dissipating materials are used in a variety of impact events to protect more important parts of a system; one example of this is a football player’s helmet protecting a brain. A major drawback to classic energy dissipating materials however is that they dissipate energy through plastic deformation, meaning that after a single use, permanent deformations will prevent the material from being reusable to the same capacity as initially. We have designed a 1D cellular material in which geometric phase transformations in cylindrical shell elements are the primary energy dissipating mechanism, allowing for recoverability after use while keeping high energy dissipation functionality. Finite element analysis was used to evaluate cylindrical shell ligaments of differing lengths and angle of inclination, after which key parameter combinations were identified. Physical samples were manufactured and tested in loading and unloading cycles. It was found through simulations that ligaments with high length and high angle of inclination gave the greatest amount of energy dissipation. Mechanical tests have shown key similarities in deformation modes with the simulations, and verified that there is significant energy dissipation due to phase transformations. This concept could improve design in many fields, such as car bumper design and earthquake damage control, by adding recoverable elements to structural design. This would mean that energy dissipation mechanisms could be implemented in places not utilized before, as well as reducing the recovery effort post impact.
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